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WELCOME

American Pharmacists Month

The News Capsule is a
bi-semesterly ASP-sponsored
newsletter. We always
welcome suggestions or
comments about how to
improve the newsletter. If you
have any ideas or if
you would like to submit
an article, please e-mail
us at:
newscapsule@googlegroups.com
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Amrit Sheena,
Anna Wy
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Joshua Tai
Alison Tang
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Sarkis Kavarian
APhA-ASP VP of Communications

On behalf of our student body,
I strongly believe that we at the
Thomas J. Long School of
Pharmacy had a very successful
American Pharmacists Month. The
purpose of our vision was to bring
gr eat er aw ar en es s t o t he
profession of pharmacy as well as
to allow the public an opportunity
to witness all that the profession
may provide for them and the
greater community at large.
Whether it be such endeavors as
our KJoy Radio Ad (reaching
32,200 listeners weekly), our own
Homecoming Float, or our orange
banner proudly draped across
Miracle Mile, we brought attention

to our cause - that pharmacists are
willing and capable practitioners
able to address the growing
healthcare needs of our country. So
as you reflect upon American
Pharmacists' Month, we hope you
take the time to realize just how
privileged we all are to have to
opportunity to practice the art of
pharmacy in the future - to be able
to serve the sick and improve their
well-being and to allow others an
opportunity to empower
themselves and take control of
their own health. And the best
part is: we need not stop
promoting our profession - it may
be a continued exercise to help our
profession grow, and improve our
ability to reach and touch patients'
lives.
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Photo by Anna Wy

APha-ASP Pacific’s Osmosis Jones themed
float at the Homecoming Parade.

Photo by Sarkis Kavarian

Good Day Sacramento featured pharmacy students in a gameshow segment called Pharmaceutical Feud.

Photo by Sarkis Kavarian

Pharmacy students enjoying the Stockton Thunder hockey game.

Photo by Venus Jocson

Left to right: Chris Pham, Khoa Luong, Urvish Italia, Jason Kurian
and Thomas Person at MRM 2013 in Colorado.

Photo by Lili Kolozian

Lauren Lawson, first-year OI co-chair,
at the Immunizing the Mayor event.
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SECTION I
National and International Organizations
AMCP Introduces Pharmacy Students to Managed Care
Alex Van Zuiden
AMCP VP of External Affairs

When students enter
pharmacy school they are often
unaware of the vast career
options
there
are
to
pharmacists. Pharmacy is no
longer simply dispensing
medications. Pharmacists are
involved more in the drug use
decision making process and
are taking on more pronounced
positions within the industry,
thus creating the enlarged
world of pharmacy we have
today. New students can be
overwhelmed by the new world
that lay before them or often
overlook key aspects of the
field.
As an attempt to get first
year students to become
comfortable in the pharmacy
world, AMCP-Pacific held a
Spotlight Speaker event to
introduce the concept of
Managed Care and the vast
opportunities that it offers.
Managed Care is a concept
that not only encompasses all
of health care, but represents
the interconnectivity of all the
components in our complex
health care system. Guest

speaker, Dr. Allen Shek took
students
through
the
complicated landscape of
payers, providers, and buyers.
From drug manufacturers to
Pharmacy Benefit Managers
(PBMs) to providers such as
p hysic ians , p harmac is ts,
health systems, down to the
patients themselves and how
everything is interrelated and
how Managed Care touches
upon every aspect of the health
care system. Dr. Shek has been
with the Pacific family for over
14 years and is currently the
Director of the Advanced
Pharmacy Practice Experience
(APPE) program. Dr. Shek’s
experience includes hospital,
ambulatory care clinical
practice and managed care.
Notably, Dr. Shek was
previously Director
of
Pharmacy and Residency
Program Director at Health
Plan of San Joaquin, where he
oversaw the pharmacy benefit,
formulary management and
disease management program.
With his expertise, he was able
to give a brief overview of the
fast growing field of Managed
Care and its importance within
the realm of Pharmacy.

Section I

AMCP

3-4

ASCP

5

CSHP

6

IPSF

7-8

NCPA

9

Students left the event
with a new awareness and
further understanding of
pharmacy. Understanding the
health care landscape is
knowledge that can guide the
rest of their learning through
pharmacy school as they learn
the basics of drug development
and onto their second year
when discussing therapeutics.
In learning this in their first
month of school, students in
this accelerated program are
able to understand what career
opportunities that are
available and can begin the
process and planning to reach
these goals.

Continued on pg 4
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Continued from pg 2

Dr. Allen Shek presenting on the
many roles of Pharmacist in
Managed Care

Photo by Hisha Voung

1st year students at Managed
Care Speaker Event.

Photo by Hisha Voung
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ASCP Research and BMD Afterschool Program
Diane Nguyen
ASCP VP of Public Relations

This fall, ASCP Pacific is
sending four of its members to
the ASCP Annual National
Meeting & Exhibition in
Seattle, where they will
present their research project.
T h is p r o j ec t is t it le d
“Evaluation of Cognitive
Decline in an Ambulatory
Medicare Population,” which is
based on the data collection
from last year’s Medicare
Health Fairs. Based on their
research about 8.8% of
patients who completed the
cognitive screenings were
identified with impaired
cognitive ability, and it is
recommended for the Medicare
population to receive routine
cognitive decline screening so
they can obtain early referral
and diagnosis. This is the first
time ASCP-Pacific is sending
its members to present their
research at the national
conference, and this might
open up more research
opportunities for its members
in the future.
Additionally, ASCP’s Bone
Mineral Density Committee
(BMD) is preparing for
outreach at schools in the
Stockton Unified School

District. In an effort to
promote
osteoporosis
prevention at an early age, the
BMD Committee will be
providing
educational
activities
during
the
afterschool program for
students in kindergarten to 8th
grade. This program will
include
interactive
presentations, where young
kids can listen to a dialogue
between “Super Bone” and
“Little Bone.” While following
the storyline between these
two characters, students will
answer questions such as

“Where does Vitamin D come
from?” For kids in higher
grade levels, there will be a
different set of presentations
and a puzzle game with more
difficult questions. Through
these activities, the BMD
Committee hopes to encourage
young children and teens to
exercise and maintain healthy
d i et s t h r o u g h ou t t h ei r
childhood and adulthood.

Photo by Katie So

ASCP-Pacific board posing at the ASCP membership appreciation dinner.
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Welcome, Class of 2016!
Heidi Cho
CSHP Secretary and Public/Media
Relations

It was the start of a new
school year and CSHP-Pacific
welcomed the new first year
class by hosting the annual
Welcome Back BBQ. Every
year, CSHP-Pacific hosts this
event to enlighten the new
students about what healthsystems pharmacy is and to
show them what it can offer as
a career in the future. This
event is not only an
opportunity to listen to clinical
pharmacists speak about what
they do and why they like it,
but it is also a chance for

students to interact and
network with the pharmacists
and have any of their
questions answered.
On September 10, 2013,
Dr. Alan Lu spoke to the
students about his experience
as a resident at St. Joseph’s
Medical Center and what he
does now as an inpatient
pharmacist there. He gave an
overview of what his job
entails, such as reviewing
orders, making clinical
recommendations,
and
checking medications the
technicians have filled. After
the speaker, pharmacists of
CSHP-Central Valley also
attended the event to casually

Students interacting with members of CSHP-Central Valley.

talk with the students and
answer any questions they
may have about CSHP. It was
a great way for students to
network and learn more about
the different aspects of
pharm ac y. CSH P- Pac ific
greatly appreciates CSHPCentral Valley for taking their
time to meet and greet with
the students and hopes that
the Class of 2016 grasped an
idea of how CSHP-Pacific can
help lead them to a potential
career path in health-systems
pharmacy.
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IPSF Hosts Pacific Without Borders and Goes Abroad
Katrina Ordanza
IPSF 2nd Year Co-Chair

Last summer on June 20th
in the DeRosa University
Center, IPSF-Pacific hosted its
3rd annual “Pacific Without
Borders.” Pacific Without
Borders is an event that brings
and celebrates cultural
diversity within our campus
and community by showcasing
international performances
and cuisines. This event was a
huge success with over 30
performers and 150 attendees,
and it supported the
UNICEF' s imm unizat ion
program and Pacific students
who participated in the
Student Exchange Program
and IPSF's international
World Congress during the
past summer.
Throughout the night,
there were performances from
cultures around the world,
including traditional mexican
dance from Ballet Folklorico,
Japanese Taiko from Bear
Creek High School performers,
Cantonese singing, Hawaiian
dancing, and ended with a very
impressive folk dance by the
Filipino cultural club.

The back of the room was
d isplayed with country
showcase, which was modeled
off of World Night in IPSF’s
World Congress where the
various countries of the world
that attend set up tables with
a small piece of the cultures of
their countries. Lastly, the
international cuisine that went
with each showcase was one of
the biggest attractions of the
night.
Following the success of
Pacific Without Borders, three
pharmacy students ventured

abroad during the summer
break. Katrina Ordanza (2nd
year) was one of 19 students
to represent the USA
delegation and experienced her
first IPSF World Congress in
Utrecht, the Netherlands.
Belinda Chu (2nd year) was
accepted as an exchange
student in London, while Ally
Hsu (2nd year) participated as
an exchange student in
Taiwan.

Photo by Stephanie Zhao

Photo by Stephanie Zhao

Maria Balallo and the Kilusan Pilipino Club performing the Filipino Folk
Dance during the 3rd Annual Pacific Without Borders

Continued on Pg 8
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IPSF Continued form Pg 6

World Congress in Utrecht
offered a multitude of unique
workshops for student
pharmacists to experience over
the 10-day conference. From
skill-building workshops such
as Public Speaking &
Pr es ent at ion Sk il ls , to
interactive workshops such as
Integrated Pharmaceutical
Healthcare, there was
something for everyone to
enjoy. It was also an
opportunity for students from

all around the world to
congregate in one location and
learn about pharmacy and
healthcare in different areas.
In addition to the educational
components, World Congress
had many social events where
students could share their
culture’s food, drinks, and
customs.
The Student Exchange
Program by IPSF is a program
designed to give pharmacy
students the opportunity to

experience not just pharmacy,
but the cultures of different
countries. In the SEP, students
can live among the pharmacy
students of another country
where they learn first-hand
how diverse the world of
pharmacy and health care is.
At the same time, students
have the opportunity learn
about problems in other
countries that are very
different than the challenges
faced in the United States.

Photo by Stephanie Zhao

Photo by Belinda Chu

Belinda Chu sightseeing in London as part of the
Student Exchange Program. this summer

Photo by Ally Hsu

Ally Hsu working at the pharmacy during her Student
Exchange in Taiwan.
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NCPA goes to Orlando!
Ronak Delvadia
NCPA VP of Public Relations

NCPA held its 115th
National Annual Convention
and Trade Exposition at the
Orlando Walt Disney Swan
Hotel where NCPA members
and board members attended
from October 11th to October
15th. There were multiple
workshops throughout the day
mainly aimed at independent
pharmacy and independent
pharmacy owners were in
attendance from all around
the nation. The convention
provided a huge opportunity to
network and learn about retail
and independent pharmacy
through the workshops and
experienced pharmacists.
Furthermore, the convention
had a national business plan

competition in which Pacific
took part in as a top three
competitor in the nation.
Pacific students did an
excellent job with Dr. Ed
Sherman’s guidance and
placed second in this
competition. Pacific holds
pride in this competition as we
have competed as a top three
national competitor for
numerous years. Dr. Nancy
Deguire and our Dean Phil
Oppenheimer were also in
attendance at the competition
and held a Pacific luncheon for
all Pacific students and
alumni
attending
the
conference. Finally, one of the
most fascinating parts of the
conference included former
president Bill Clinton arriving
Monday morning and making
a speech to an anticipated full
house crowd. Clinton’s speech

consisted of the value of
pharmacy and how pharmacy
is so vital to the future and
people walking out after the
speech felt very motivated and
proud to be engaged in the
field of pharmacy. NCPA also
held a board members
breakfast where the future
and focus of NCPA was
discussed amongst all the
NCPA chapters in attendance
that morning. Pacific NCPA
president James Daniel Wong
stated “It was a stunning
convention consisting of many
ideas in the field of
independent pharmacy and it
was
really
beneficial
discussing NCPA’s future roles
and goals amongst other
NCPA chapters” In conclusion,
the NCPA convention was a
success and we thank the
business plan team and our
advisor
Dr.
Ed
Sherman for putting
in a lot of time and
hard
work
to
represent Pacific at
this national business
plan competition.

NCPA board members
Linda Le, Pogos TerStepanyan, Ronak
Delvadia, and Thi Vu in
front of the Walt Disney
Swan Hotel.

Photo by Derrick Chan
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SECTION II
Pharmacy School Committees

A Pink-Filled October
Megan Gulley
ACS 1st Year Co-Chair

The American Cancer
Society Committee, also known
as ACSC, has welcomed some
new members! Amy Dollbaum
’16 and Megan Gulley ’16 were
chosen to be the new first-year
co-chairs. Larissa Childers ’16,
Meilin Wong ’16, and Kirk
Tilly ’16 were selected to be
project managers. On October
12, 2013 several ACSC
m em ber s at t end ed and
represented the committee at
t h e PD C - Y M C A h e a l t h
Section II
American Cancer Society

10

Alternative and Integrative
Medicine

11-12

American Lung Association

12-13

Children’s Awareness

13-14

Drug Awareness Committee

14-15

Mental Health Awareness
Committee

15-16

Operation Diabetes

16-17

Operation Heart

17-18

Operation Immunization

18-19

Operation Self-Care

19-20

Student Industry Association

20-21

Student Pharmacist Advocacy
Coalition

22

VNCARES

23

fair.
On October 18, the
American Cancer Society
hosted their Annual Breast
Cancer Fundraiser to help
provide money for breast
cancer research. The morning
activities comprised of a bake
sale where every member
contributed a delicious baked
good to be sold to fellow
classmates.
That evening, the ACSC
held a “Pink Party” at a local
Stockton hangout. Pink

wristbands were sold, which
gave participants discounted
items inside. The bake sale
and Pink Party were a huge
success, raising $450! All of
that money will be donated to
the Susan G. Koman for the
Cure Foundation and Relay for
Life. On November 17, the
committee participated at a
VN Cares event held in
Sacramento,
educating
attendees on cancer screening
and prevention.
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Compounding and Cooking for Care
Sophie Hoang
AIMRx 1st Year Co-Chair

In Spring 2014, the
Alternative and Integrative
Medicine Committee, better
known as AIMRx, held its 2nd
Annual Natural Medicine
Compounding Workshop. The
smell of eucalyptus lingered
over the pharmacy campus as

AIMRx guided over 25 students
through a series of organic
medicinal recipes. Students
were taught how to make their
own Tiger Balm, Lavender
Lotion, and different herbal
teas. Some of the recipes, such
as Tiger Balm and herbal teas,
originated from traditional
Chinese medicine, a medicinal
system still practiced around
the world. Tiger Balm is used

Photo by Katie So

Pharmacy students mixing a batch of Tiger Balm

as a topical analgesic to soothe
muscle aches. The Lavender
Lotion, on the other hand, was
a more modern recipe and
incorporated the known
medicinal uses of Lavender oil
into an applicable medium. By
the end of the workshop, each
student had his or her own
samples of herbal medicines.
We look forward to holding next
year’s workshop with a whole
new batch of recipes for
students to try!
Last July, AIMRx was
pleased to invite Dr. Wang from
the Pacific Complementary
Medicine Center to speak with
pharmacy students about
various alternative approaches
toward lowering blood pressure.
This interactive event engaged
students in learning about
exercise techniques, pressure
points, and cooking healthy.
The highlight of the night was
cooking a soup that was
nutritious, yet full of flavor and
aroma. It combined Chinese
herbs and common vegetables
such as carrots, beets, potatoes,
tomatoes and celery. Dr.
Wang’s presentation was an
overall success and AIMRx
looks forward to hosting future
AIMRx (Continued on page 12)

“I joined AIMRx because I believe that treating a patient can best be done through a holistic approach.
There are many aspects that contribute to our health, such as exercise, meditation, diet, or taking
herbal supplements and vitamins. Being a part of AIMRx has opened up my mind to the variety of
alternative forms of treatment and its potential for healing. However, becoming more educated about
alternative and integrated forms of medicine is only the first step. I plan on educating my peers in the
pharmacy world and members of the local community about the potential of alternative and
integrative medicine in order to raise awareness about integrative medicine and help others live a
healthier life.”
Tiffany Riley, 1st Year Co-Chair
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AIMRx (Continued from page 11)

events regarding the health
benefits of alternative
methods!

“I’ve always been a huge
believer in maintaining a healthy
lifestyle by integrating natural
foods and products. Indeed, I
was intrigued when I learned
about AIMRx and their focus on
the importance of herbs,
essential oils, diet, relaxation
and food-drug interactions. I
knew I wanted to contribute to
this growing movement and be
amongst peers that have the
same vision. In the next 2 years,
Photo by Katie So
I look forward to engaging the
Learning and cooking with Dr. Wang
community with the benefits of
incorporating
complementary
therapy,
expanding
the
committee to make a bigger impact, and ultimately, helping the public lead a healthier, longer life.

Breathing in a New School Year
Lisa Lam
ALA 1st Year Co-Chair

Inhale, exhale.
The start of a new school
year is always hectic, but it
also indicates another year of
exciting projects, student
involvement, growing, and
s er vic e. For ALA, t he
committee took off flying and
wasted no time planning out
new projects and events.
To begin the year, the ALA
family expanded with the
addition of first year co-chairs
Lisa Lam and Sarah Shin,

along with new project
managers, Jaclyn Chang, Elise
Hara, and Andrew Occiano.
With the current second year
members, the committee got
together and bonded through a
delicious Siamese Street dinner
while brainstorming ambitious
goals to accomplish. This year,
ALA is excited to try and
venture out into the local
community in order to educate
the surrounding population on
respiratory health and diseases.
The committee is also planning
on-campus events for the
u p c om i n g L un g C a nc er
Awareness Month in November,

as well as The Great American
Smokeout—a national event
that encourages smokers to
quit and overall, take the walk
towards a healthier lifestyle.
On top of everything, ALA
has also been tackling health
fairs. The use of the
committee’s newest apparatus,
the
KoKo
DigiDoser
Spirometer, has greatly
improved the precision of our
asthma and COPD screening
by providing a digital
measurement of the volume of
air inspired and expired by the
lungs, and then electronically
giving the results with data
ALA (Continued on page 13)
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ALA (Continued from page 12)

and dose response curves.
P a t i e n t s a r e g en e r a l l y
intrigued by this new tool, but
nonetheless, are always

impressed and satisfied by how
smoothly their screening
process goes.
When asked about health

Photo by Lisa Lam

2nd year project manager Keoni Manzana screens a patient using the new
spirometer.

fairs, Elise Hara, first year
project manager, said, “My
favorite part of working at
health fairs is interacting with
patients, because pharmacy is
about interacting with patients
in a way that benefits them
from our knowledge, while also
showing compassion for them.”
So far, health fairs have been a
great, valuable experience for
our first year committee
members that have not
previously
had
this
opportunity. “To screen
patients that were extremely
grateful for the services we
were able to offer made
working at the asthma
screening
station
so
rewarding,” Hara adds.
With that, ALA continues
to surge on through the
semester while breathing in
the new year—one project and
health fair at a time!

Who Wants to be a Champion?
Lauren Kato
CAC 2nd year Co-Chair

Last
week
CAC
participated in the YMCA-PDC
Community Health Fair, where
we hosted a health and fitness
booth in the Kids Zone. It was
a lot of fun! First, we educated
the kids on the importance of
exercise, the benefits of staying
active, a few unique daily
habits that can keep us fit, and
how to further enhance our
activeness with a balanced and
nutritious diet. Then it was

time for the fitness challenge,
which we called Who Wants to
be a Champion? We challenged
the kids to see if they could
complete a set of exercises
ranging from tongue twisters,
running back and forth from a
water bucket to a small cup in
attempts to fill it to the brim,
jump roping for a certain
amount of time, showing us
their favorite dance move, to
answering one of our questions
from the presentation board.
Whether it was two kids
competing against each other,

or one of us racing with the
kids, it was great to see their
enthusiasm and smiles.

CAC (Continued on page 14)
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CAC (Continued from page 13)

Photo by Lauren Kato

“Health and Fitness Education”
Pictured from left to right: Sean Jay Chow (1st year Co-chair), Andrew Seong (1st year Project Manager),
Lauren Kato (2nd year Co-chair), Alyssa Yasuda (1st year Co-chair), Jina Choi (2nd year Co-chair)

Education, Awareness, and DAC
Brittany Kalemkarian
DAC 2nd Year Co-Chair

At the beginning of the
semester,
Drug Awareness
Committee (DAC) was very
happy to bring on board two
first-year co-chairs, Kristine
Markham
and
Justin
Bachman, and a first year
project manager, Vickie

Nguyen. DAC has been out
and about this semester. At
the Phi Delta Chi YMCA
Health Fair, DAC educated
children and their families on
germs and how to reduce their
spread at school, in the
workplace, and at home. We
taught the attendees how to
properly wash their hands and
cover their coughs. These are
two simple ways to help them

stay healthy during the upcoming flu season.
DAC has also created a
new partnership this semester
with the Medicare Part D class.
In the past, our committee has
provided medication therapy
management (MTM) in the
winter and spring semester.
Our new partnership with the
Medicare class will allow our
committee to offer MTM in the
DAC (Continued on page 15)
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DAC (Continued from page 14)

fall semester, enabling us to
provide MTM year-round. We
are very excited about this
partnership and our ability to
reach more patients with the
services we have to offer.
This October, DAC also
helped raise awareness for Red
Ribbon Week by passing out
red ribbons and hosting a
speaker event on the Pacific
campus.
The speaker Dr.
Tomlin, a Pacific Pharmacy
alumnus, spoke about his
experiences with substance
abuse. Through the pharmacist
recovery program he was able
to recover from his addiction
and keep his license, yet he
still faces repercussions of
early actions. Dr. Tomlin
emphasized the importance of
being
aware
of
the
responsibilities we have as
pharmacists in hopes that we
will make the right choices
once we graduate.
There are more
events
and partnerships in DAC’s
near future. We cannot wait to
see what the rest of the year
has in store.

Photo by Brittany Kalemkarian

Karen Nguyen educating a little girl about germs at the PDCYMCA Health fair.

Brief History of MHAC
James Daniel Wong
MHAC 2nd Year Co-Chair

O u r M e n t a l H e al t h
Awareness committee took on
more than the years past. We
would like to welcome our first-

year co-chairs Utsav Patel and
Greg Dimont. Our new first
year project managers are
Loan Tran, Joanne Cho, Ryan
Fedrizzi and Katie Ngo. We
took on two new second year
project managers: Jared Dunn
and Tiffany Pan.

Our committee was started
in 2012 by Debbie Pardo and
Lee Thai. They diligently
worked together to put a
committee on campus that
addresses mental health and
behavior. Our past year
focused mostly on educational
MHAC (Continued on page 16)
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MHAC (Continued from page 15)

Photo by MHAC

Left to right, Justin Rainwater, James Wong, Utsav Patel
and Greg Dimont.

pieces such as Alzhiemers and
autism.
As a continuation project
from last semester, we are in
the works of having screening
tests for generalized anxiety,
depression and alcohol abuse.
In October we went on-board
with some of the Medicare
events and other health fairs
hosted by VNCARES in midNovember.
Our committee will be
hosting a series of events in
March for Brain Awareness
Week! We hope to host many
speakers and fun hands-on
events for the Pacific campus
and San Joaquin locals.
Our committee is overseen
by Dr. Robert Haliwell.

Operation Diabetes Collaborates to
Serve the Community
Chihara Talavera
OD 2nd Year Co-Chair

Operation Diabetes ended
the 2012-2013 school year with
success, providing blood
glucose testing to nearly 2,000
patients in the Stockton
community and surrounding
cities. With a stronger desire to
spread diabetes awareness in
the community, we began the
school year with participation
in the PDC-YMCA Health Fair
in October. Operation Diabetes
served 68 patients not only by
testing their blood glucose, but

also providing patient
education. Operation Diabetes
has a strong commitment to
ensuring that patients take
away something beyond the
number that they see on the
monitor; we want to make sure
that they take the information
they receive and transmit to
their families and friends
because to us, that very act is
part of spreading diabetes
awareness.
This health outreach event
allowed for collaboration
between Operation Diabetes
and Operation Heart as the
latter began using combination

tests that provided blood
glucose, cholesterol, and
triglyceride levels. This way,
patients who want to receive
all three services no longer
need to have two fingerpricks.
While Operation Heart served
those who wanted all three
tests, Operation Diabetes
served those who only wanted
blood glucose testing and
counseled every patient on
their blood glucose level. It was
another successful opportunity
to reach out to our community,
and we are excited and ready
for the rest to come!
OD (Continued on page 17)
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Photo by Susie Kim
Photo by Susie Kim

First-year OD project managers, Charisus Tay (left) and Bo
Hyung Song (right) gathers patient information prior to blood
glucose testing.

Second-years, Anthony Hoang (left) and Brian Woods (right) use brochures to counsel
patients.

Starting Off a New Year
Beeta Mahdavi
OH 1st Year Co-Chair

A new year has started at
the Thomas J. Long School of
Pharmacy and Health Sciences
and Operation Heart has been
back in action. Experienced
second-year co-chairs Carmen
Lu and Danny Luu are now
joined by the first-year cochairs Christina Le and Beeta
Mahdavi. With the huge
support from our committee
advisor Dr. Sian Carr- Lopez,
Operation Heart is ready to
continue our mission of

educating the surrounding
communities about what it
means to be heart- healthy. We
offer both cholesterol and blood
pressure screenings to those
who come to our events and
educate our patients on the
meaning behind their results.
During the consultations, we
recommend
lifestyle
modifications for patients to be
able to lower their blood
pressure and cholesterol.
The fall semester has a lot
in store for Operation Heart as
we participate in all the health
fairs planned by the Medicare
Part D program as well as a

few other health fairs. We have
already screened over 75
patients at the PDC- YMCA
Health Fair, and we are
excited to be able to serve more
patients in the near future.
The PDC- YMCA Health Fair
served many people in the
Stockton community who don’t
always have access to these
types of medical screenings. As
a result, the Operation Heart
booth was packed with eager
patients wanting to get
screened for their cholesterol
and blood pressure. There was
a large Hispanic population at
this health fair, so translators
OH (Continued on page 18)
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were also readily available to
make sure our patients clearly
understood what their results
meant.

Overall, Operation Heart
has a busy semester ahead of
us, but we look forward to
serving, educating, and

screening the patients in
Stockton and the surrounding
communities with this next
year.

Photo by Jonas Sung

Operation Heart serving the community one patient at a time.

We Want YOU to Get a Shot!
Lauren Lawson
OI 1st Year Co-Chair

As a new wave of Medicare
events starts this fall,
Operation Immunization (OI)
is at the forefront of
preventative
care
to
beneficiaries. The Medicare

event on Saturday, October 19
at the University of the Pacific
featured six volunteers and
two members of the Operation
Immunization committee. At
the
event,
OI
gave
immunizations inc luding
influenza,
Tdap,
and
pneumococcal vaccines. The
current first- and second-year

students were able to
demonstrate
their
immunization technique while
interacting with actual
patients.
This patient
interaction helped students
practice necessary skills while
providing the community with
necessary preventative care.
The health fair attracted over
OI (Continued on page 19)
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130 people from the San
Joaquin area and 94
immunizations were given to
patients by the students.
Preventative care is an
important aspect of health care

and OI prides itself on
providing
Medicare
beneficiaries and walk-in
patients
with
needed
immunizations to help with
the prevention of sickness. OI

has participated in many flu
clinics, health fairs, and events
this fall 2013. The total
immunization count as of now
is almost at 1,000 vaccinations;
not bad for the fall semester!

Photo by Alex Luong

OI volunteers, John Wei (left) and Howard Siu (right), preparing immunizations.

Community Outreach with OSC!
Jacklyn Chong
Matsumura

and

Greg

OSC 1st Year Co-Chair

Operation
Self-Care
focuses on educating the
community about heartburn
and wound care. Our first

event to kick off this school
year was to participate in the
YMCA-PDC
Community
Health Fair held on October
12th at Franklin High School in
Stockton,
CA.
Beyond
education, our committee was
able to screen approximately 20
patients. Of these 20 patients,

13 were informed that they
were at risk of episode
heartburn while 7 were at risk
for chronic heartburn. Patients
were strongly encouraged to
see their primary care
providers to prevent the
worsening of symptoms or to
see if their heartburn was a
OSC (Continued on page 20)
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symptom of a more serious
underlying condition. Some
patients who were already
d iagnos ed wit h c hr onic
heartburn were not on
medications because they were
uninsured. We were able to
suggest different types of overthe-counter medications and
cheaper alternatives to help
relieve their symptoms.
We helped encourage
patients to see their primary
care providers when symptoms
were not aligned with those of
heartburn. One young girl,
a p p r o x i m a t e l y 1 3, w as
experiencing heartburn as soon
as she awoke. These symptoms
were not caused by any of the
Photo by Erika Cho
common triggers. Another
male, approximately 35, was
experiencing pain toward the OSC at YMCA-PDC Community Health Fair (Left to right: Garry Wu, Greg
left side of his chest. His Matsumura, Jacklyn Chong, Jean Choi)
symptoms were caused by
lying down in certain positions.
All in all, this event was a
These symptoms seemed to girl, about two years old, who
align more with angina, and suffered from a condition that great way for Operation Selfwe recommended him to make only affects 1% of the Care to educate the community.
an appointment with his PCP population. The pediatric We hope that the 20 patients
disease, called Sandifer who were screened visited
within the week.
During this event, the syndrome, is a condition with their primary care provider or
community also greatly severe gastric reflux that is their local pharmacy to receive
impacted Operation Self-Care. associated with neurological further treatment and/or
evaluation.
We were able to meet a young features, such as seizures.

Industry Pharmacists: Providing
Global Care
Jason Kurian
SIA 2nd Year Co-Chair

The role of a pharmacist
spans a variety of different

fields and sectors within the
sphere of health care. They can
work in hospitals, community
settings, long-term care
facilities,
compounding

facilities, state and national
organizations, as well as many
other settings. There is also
another important setting in
which pharmacists have the
SIA (Continued on page 21)
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ability to care for patients on
the
global
scale:
the
pharmaceutical industry.
Dr. Jenna Konkel, a recent
graduate from the pharmacy
program at the University of
the Pacific, came back on
October 22 to share with
pharmacy students the role of
the pharmacist within the
pharmaceutical industry. 93
University of the Pacific
pharmacy students were in
attendance of this event hosted
by the Student Industry
Association (SIA). Dr. Konkel
is currently a Rutgers Fellow
working in the Medical Affairs
department at Novartis
Pharmaceuticals Corporation
located in East Hanover, New
Jersey. As the Multiple
Sclerosis Field Medical fellow,
she disseminates unbiased
clinical information to key
decision makers. Through the

creation
of
internal
communications, educational
tools,
and
face-to-face
discussions with health care
providers, she is able to
positively impact patient care.
At the event, Dr. Konkel
discussed with students the
roles a pharmacist could
partake in within the industry.
She described how pharmacists
can play a role within
Research and Development,
Regulatory
Affairs,
Commercial, and Medical
Affairs departments. Within
Research and Development,
pharmacist can participate in
carrying out early and late
phase clinical development.
They can interact with the
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) and other global health
authorities within the
Regulatory Affairs department.
Pharmacists can partake in the

Photo by Jason Kurian

Dr. Jenna Konkel explains how to apply to a pharmaceutical fellowship
program.

Commercial department by
being involved with marketing,
business intelligence, advocacy
and policy. Additionally,
pharmacists can play a role
providing medical information
to patients and health care
professionals and take part in
m e d ic a l c om m u nic a t i o ns
within the Medical Affairs
department.
Dr. Konkel then provided
an overview of the Rutgers
Pharm ac eutic al Industr y
Fellowship (RPIF) program.
Rutgers currently has 96
fellows across 13 partner
companies. Fellowships are
generally 1-2 year programs.
The RPIF program has greatly
expanded the pharmacist’s role
within the industry by
providing specialized training,
experience, and guidance. Dr.
Konkel finished off her
presentation describing the
fellowship application process
and the required formal
interview process that takes
place at ASHP Midyear
Clinical Meeting every year.
The pharmacist has a
pivotal role within the
pharmaceutical industry and
are in a unique position to
positively impact the health of
patients on a global scale.
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United, We Provide
Sylvana Ho
SPAC 2nd Year Ambassador

Epic. It’s a word often
overused. But not here. The
entire
chronicle—the
transcendence of a young
campus group SPAC, the
glorious union of student
pharmacists from three classes,
and the legislative triumph in
healthcare—has
been
extraordinary.
SPAC’s philosophy is
simple: it strives to unite and
empower student pharmacists
to advocate for pharmacy. Last
school year marked its official
launch and, coincidentally, the
birth of the largest pharmacy
legislation since MTM.
Back in March, Legislative
Day attendees first heard of a
forthcoming bill in the State
Senate that would establish
pharmacists as health care
providers. The wording of
which had yet to be determined.
A few weeks later, after
Senator Ed Hernandez
introduced SB 493, student
pharmacists from Pacific joined
hundreds of their peers
educating their representatives
in Sacramento on the value
and importance of pharmacists.
Advocacy efforts continued
onto the next month when
SPAC—in collaboration with
every organization—hosted the
Legislative Dinner on campus.
One of SPAC’s ambassadors,
Greg Koyama, delivered a
s p e ec h t ha t w as b ot h

Photo by SPAC

Current third-year SPAC Ambassador, Greg Koyama, shared the stage with
CSHP President Steve Gray and CPhA Director of Government Affairs
Brian Warren at the Legislative Dinner in May.

informative and galvanizing to
over one-hundred students,
pharmacists and policymakers
in attendance. Each of whom
s ubs equent l y d r af t ed a
postcard, designed specifically
for the event, to his or her state
senator advocating for SB 493.
Then, with days left in the
spring semester, student
pharmacists reunited again to
craft multiple letters to
committee chairs.
The push for provider
status didn’t end with the
school year. Incoming first-year
student pharmacists carried
the legislative endeavor by

sending a postcard to their
assemblymen. Then, once the
bill passed both chambers,
students signed a petition
addressed to Governor Jerry
Brown.
Over just a mere few
months, SPAC orchestrated
events and mobilized student
pharmacists to come together.
To send over 450 unique letters
and nearly 300 postcards. To
share and build one strong
voic e. To advanc e our
profession. To establish
pharmacists as health care
providers.
Epic.
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VN CARES in the Community

Photo by Stephanie Ham

Joanna Rao performs an anemia screening for a patient.

Stephanie Ham
VNCARES Public Relations

Every summer, the VN
CARES team hosts a health
fair outside the Stockton area,
in an area that is in need of
medical assistance. VN CARES
wrapped up the 2012-2013
academic year with the
Oakland Library Health Fair
which was held on Sunday,
June 23, 2013.
We partnered with the
Oakland Main Library to
provide a wide array of health
services to the underserved
population in the East Bay

area. Within a span of 3.5
hours, VN CARES, alongside
40 pharmacy students, dental
students, and licensed
pharmacists, helped over 175
patients. Some of the services
that were available were blood
pressure, cholesterol, blood
glucose, bone mineral density,
and anemia screenings.
According to Karen Nguyen,
VNCARES Secretary, “It was a
great opportunity to see all the
great services University of the
Pacific offers, brought to a city
that is in great medical
need. Being able to provide
these services to patients and
helping them move towards a

healthier life was definitely a
rewarding experience.”
The VN CARES team
enthusiastically started the
school year, eager to
serve.
This semester we
hosted our annual Sacramento
Health Fair on Sunday,
November 17, 2013 at the
Vietnamese Martyr Church,
8181 Florin Road Sacramento,
CA from 9am to 3pm. We hope
to continue to make a positive
impact in the lives of the
community with the various
health screenings we will
provide.
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SECTION III
Professional Pharmacy Greek Organizations

BBQ and Ice Cream, Oh My!
Wayne Chen
PFC President

The
Professional
Fraternity Council (PFC)
kicked off the school year by
holding a BBQ that hosted
over 150 attendees: The “PFC
Welcome Back” BBQ. PFC
Vice President Donald Phan
helped coordinate a potluck style BBQ through a joint
effort between all four
professional
pharmacy
fraternities. PFC provided
BBQ chicken and burritos,
while each fraternity brought
their own items such as spam

musubi, potato salad,
macaroni salad, and various
desserts. Invitations were
given to the 1st year
pharmacy students in order
to provide them with an
opportunity to mingle with all
of the different fraternity
members and see how the
fraternities interact and work
with one another.
Many 1st years stated
that the event was very helpful
in learning more about the
fraternities and also provided
a great way to interact with all
the fraternity actives all in one
location. This was a great
opportunity for the 1st years to

Photo by Jason Kim

1st year students mingle with fraternity members over food at the PFC Welcome Back BBQ
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not only get to know their own
class, but also other fraternity
members. With seeing how
many people wore their letters
and colors, students were able
to see how connected and
involved our professional
fraternities on campus are.
PFC also hosted an ice
cream social at the PrePharmacy Fair. PFC brought
the ice cream, while each of
the fraternities had toppings
for people to put on while they
learned more about each of the
fraternities. As we continue
the school year, we hope to
continue bringing together all
the fraternities to put on big
events that could not
otherwise have been done with
one fraternity alone.
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KΨ Dedicates Service to Pacific
Jason Kim
Kappa Psi Historian

Since July, Kappa Psi has
been occupied with many
events encompassed at the
University of the Pacific
Thomas J. Long School of
P h a r m ac y
a nd H e a lt h
Sciences.
While
the
undergraduate Brothers were
on summer break, the rest of
the Kappa Psi brothers were
tirelessly studying for their
classes. Kappa Psi Brother
Albert Tasmin was given a
prestigious invitation to Rho
Chi at the end of the summer
semester—meaning
his
academic stature was within
the top twentieth percentile of
his pharmacy school class.
When the undergraduate
brothers returned from their
well-earned summer breaks,
the month of September was
extremely busy. Already by
the first week, the brothers of
Kappa Psi hosted their annual
Red Rager social event for the
students at the University of
the Pacific. This social came
just in time after a very
stressful week of academics,
with a guest list of over 500
students signing on to let out
their inhibitions. The event
provided food, music, and a
dance floor all courtesy of the
Kappa Psi Brothers and
lasted through the duration of
the night with the theme of
“Go hard or go home”.
Everyone had a great time—
brothers and students alike.

Photo by Jason Kim

All of the Kappa Psi Brothers who celebrated the receiving of their

Photo by Jason Kim

The Kappa Psi Brothers hosted Red Rager.

The next day, the annual
White Coat ceremony took
place where fourteen brothers
received their white coats,
marking their official entry
into pharmacy school. It was a
proud moment for brothers
and families alike.

In the third week of
September, the brothers
hosted a reception for the
Kappa Psi Alumni who had
gone on their annual wine
tour. In addition to this busy
event on the same day, a
KY (Continued on page 27)
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Falling Into Place: A Fall Semester
Update
Christine Sun
LKS Corresponding Secretary

Another summer has
passed, and everyone is falling
back into the school routine.
Thank goodness the first
round of midterms have
passed!
We started the semester
off by congratulating the
incoming first year sisters at
White Coat Ceremony:
Christine Cao, Sarah Chiu,
Joanne Cho, Jacklyn Chong,
Thuydan Do, Katie Ngo,
Daniela Okino, Jenny Pham,
Tiffany Riley, Christine Sun,
and
Alison
Tang.
Undergraduate
sisters,
graduate sisters, and alumni
sisters all came out to the

ceremony to congratulate and
to show their support.
After
White
Coat
Ceremony, we held the annual
Black & White Affair dance.
Undergraduate students and
graduate students came out to
eat pizza and to dance away
the stress. We also had a
photo booth for our event
attendees, which included
mustache props! It was a
great way to relax for a night,
and just have fun with
friends.
Since the start of the
semester, we have had two
pre-recruitment events. At the
first event, both the sisters
and the potentials all cooled
off with delicious ice cream
sandwiches. We also played a
few ice-breaker games to get
to know each other. In the

second pre-recruitment event,
we all decided to get our
endorphins going by having a
sports night! We played dodge
ball, had a relay race, and
played charades. All in all, it
was a lot of fun. Plus we got in
a good workout!
We
are
currently
preparing for different
professional events, especially
for the collaboration health
fair with Kappa Psi. We are
also preparing for the blood
glucose and blood pressure
screenings that will take place
at Walgreens. We hope to able
to serve the community as
much as possible. We’ve had a
lot of adventures! Our chapter
is excited to see what else
Winter semester will bring!

Photo by LKS

Sisters at the LKS Black and White Affair.
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group of twenty brothers
s uc c es s f u ll y le d m a ny
potential students and
parents on a tour of the
Thomas J. Long School of
P h a r m ac y
a nd H e a lt h
Sciences campus. A majority
of the brothers served as tour
leaders and explained the
mechanics of pharmacy school
to many interested potential
students who were looking to
apply. It was a great time of
questions and answers, and

the attendees of the event
were very pleased with the
outcome despite the downpour
of rain. Afterwards, the
brothers helped to barbeque
and host the reception for the
alumni who had attended
their annual wine tour. Again,
many of the alumni were
pleased with the cohesiveness
and drive of the brothers to
provide
an
enjoyable
experience of food, fun, and
fellowship.

The month of September
is always a very busy month
for the Brothers of Kappa Psi,
but the rewards and outcomes
have been nothing but success
and a pleasing result. As the
school year continues, the
Kappa Psi brothers will
always be prepared to provide
service and excellence at their
full potential, never hesitating
to strive for greatness.

Photo by Jason Kim

The brothers at their annual brotherhood retreat

Ending the Summer With a Bang and
Starting the Year Off Strong!
Tina Liu

PDC Public Relations Chair

As summer came to an
end, an exciting year for the
brothers of Phi Delta Chi was
just beginning. Before school
began, twenty two brothers
attended Grand Council, Phi
Delta
Chi’s
National
Conf er enc e in Om aha,
Nebraska on August 5, 2013.

17 of these brothers embarked
on a 1,630 mile, 26 hour road
trip in a 15-passenger van and
car from Stockton, California
to Omaha, Nebraska. It was
an unforgettable experience.
Throughout the week, we met
new brothers from all over the
country, developed leadership
s k ills and m od es f or
improving our chapter, while
helping others improve theirs.

Free time was spent exploring
the Omaha Zoo and bonding
on an afternoon float trip.
During the closing ceremony,
our chapter took 3rd place in
the Chapter Publication
Award, 3rd place in the Albert
Benjamin
Prescott
Scholarship Award, the 100%
Achievement award and
ultimately placed 4th out of 93
chapters
PDC (Continued on page 28)
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in the nation.
Bringing back great ideas
for the chapter from Grand
Council, we started the year
off with our annual house
retreat during Memorial Day
weekend in Pleasanton. We
reflected on the past year
while coming up with new
ideas and expectations for the
upcoming year. It was a great
way for brothers to catch up
after summer break.
With the chapter looking
forward to a strong pre-rush
and rush season, we started off
with Pizza Night with the
Bros, our first pre-rush on
Photo by Erika Cho
September 19, 2013. It
was exciting to meet the Brother Matt Saqueton administering flu vaccinations at the YMCA-PDC
potentials that came out. A Health Fair.
month later on October 23,
2013, we had our second prerush, Bowling with the Bros.
Continuing the year with
another well-executed event,
Phi Delta Chi partnered with
YMCA to hold a health fair,
providing free health services
f or t he c omm unit y at
Franklin High School on
October 12, 2013. In just 3
hours, we were able to help
over 600 patients, providing
them with valuable health
education.
All our successes would
not have been possible without
the continued support of
alumni. We welcomed many
Photo by Sammie Chen
back during Homecoming
weekend on October 18-20, Brothers dressed up as pirates proudly represent our Pirates of the
2013. We started off with an Pacific float (3rd place) in the Homecoming Parade.
alumni
dinner,
and
homecoming parade the next
morning. Our float, Pirates of and choreographing and was great spending time with
the Pacific, won 3rd place, practicing the dance. Following alumni; we can’t wait to see
after brothers spend countless the parade, we had a BBQ them again soon!
hours constructing the float
with a wide variety of food. It
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Rho Pi Phi Flying Beyond Borders to
Honduras
Ashley Morita and Tina Kwan
Rope Links News Reporters

One of Rho Pi Phi’s
missions is to increase
awareness and involvement in
the
global
needs
f or
healthcare.
To accomplish
this, we are establishing an
annual international health
outreach; during summer
break, Rho Pi Phi embarked
on our second annual medical
mission trip.
Seven Lambda Sigma
Delta brothers (of UoP) and
six Gamma Gamma Rho
brothers (of Midwestern

University
College
of
Pharmacy) served for a week
in Honduras with Global
Brigades. We went to two
rural communities with a
dentist, a gynecologist,
pharmacists, and medical
doctors to directly provide
healthcare to underserved
locals.
We had the
opportunity to experience
triaging with blood pressure,
gathering patient history,
teaching children hygiene
education,
filling
and
consulting in the pharmacy,
assisting medical doctors or
the dentist, and inputting
data informatics to create

Photo by Ashley Morita

Jane Lee carefully measures a patient’s blood pressure at the temporary clinic in El Junillo.

medical records. In addition,
our team helped to construct a
new medical center in rural El
Canton with Architecture
Brigade. Our mission team
was able to provide access to
health
services
and
medications to around 600
Hondurans who are normally
hours away from the nearest
doctor. We felt an immense
feeling of gratitude from the
community and inspiration for
the volunteering doctors.
A major difficulty we
faced was a lack of medical
supplies.
Instead of using
professional tools, we often
had to rely on paper towels,
pens, and zip-lock bags. The
classrooms of a local school
were now medical doctors’
offices, a dentist office, and a
pharmacy. The school desks
became dental chairs for teeth
extractions and tables for the
gynecologist to perform PAP
smears for women.
We
arrived with over 200 lbs of
d onat i ons : m ed ic a t ions ,
toothbrushes, toothpaste, toys
and other items. By the end
of the week, it was apparent
how great their needs are and
how finite our supplies were;
without ingenuity, we would
have made little impact. As
is, we still have great need for
support and donations from
everyone so we can expand
what we can do for the
patients. Please contact us at
a_chan20@u.pacific.edu if you
would like to help donate for
our upcoming Honduras
mission trip!

